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Investment decisions h~ve often rm1ltistage ch~racter. The de-_ · 
. cision tree is a convenient method for representing and analyzing 
· multist~e decisions, i.e. a series of decisions to be made over a 
period-of time. Its mathematical concept is the comparison of the 
expec~ed outcomes only. This method gives, th~refore, information of 
the deterministic case. 
To solve the problem under the more realistic stochastic environ-
J 
ment only simulation has been used so far. This thesis suggests an 
analytical model which can be applied to multistage investment de-
-cisions under stochastic environment.· 
To characterize a stochastic investment parameter, e.g. cost, its 
'1xpected value and its standard deviation is used. For their calcula-
tion 1.-1e obtain the most likely value and the range .01f the parameter. . ~ . 
, 
~ 
Withe this information a probability distribution of values can be con-
"' 
structed. · From the available functions that represent this distribu-
·, tion, the triangular distribution was found best suitable and is applied. 
To combine the different parameters and their distributions to one ' . 
\ 
. 
distribution, the assumption is made that the parametezts are nru.tually 
' 
f' independent or perfectly eorrela\ed. To eliminate elements of Mgher 
than the second power, an appr~~on is applied which. uses a_,,.Taylor 
Series. T.he problem of second stage decisions, i.eo de·cisions which are (. 
' made at a later time when more information is available about ·one para-
r' 
,, meter, e.g. initial sales, is solved by calculating .. a point of indif-
t 
'" ference among choices. That makes it possible to compute the prob-
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\,, 
ability of the choices of.a second stage d~cision. The distribution of 
. 






viation and the probability of c~oice are combined into one expected 
. 
outcome and 1 ts standard deviation. This concept is shown for one de-
# 




Applying the .rolling_-back method~·and the above model for the ~e-
cision elements, the decision maker can be provided with the -,"expected 
value and .the standard deviation of the outcome·· of each deci~ion al-
r 
ternative. The influence of the standard deviation on the decision 
will vary-with the height of the subjective safety factor which will· 
be included. 
To· check the influence of the ass1nnptions made for the calculations, 
a problem is solved with the model and with the Monte Carlo Technique by 
sampling from triangular distributions. 
In an appendix, two tables are given to simplify the application 
of the model: one for the mean and standard deviation of triangular "' ·· 
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Investment decisions are probabq· tb.e most imJ?ortant and most dif-
,4:t'<'.'"\:;_.. 
~ ,· .. '.:h 
ffcult decisions that confront top management,, for several reasons; 
First, they usually involve enormou~ amounts of money. Invest- · 
ments of United Stat·es private companies in. plant and durable equip-
ment' amounted in 1965 to about 65 billion dollars (1); 
., 
Second, investment decision·s usually have· long-lasti~g effects. 
\ 
f 
Unlike mistakes in inventory decisions, mistakes in· investment deci-
\ 
·sions cannot be worked off in a short period of time. A major inveat-
. ment decision often commits management to plan of action extending over 
·several years, and the dollar penalty for reversing the decisio,.,n can be 
high. 
-· .... 
Third, investments are implements of strategy. They are the tools · 
by which top management controls the direction ·or a corporation, 
whether growth or bankruptcy will be the future. Finally, investment 
decisions are characterized by a high degree of uncertainty. They 1are 
j 
• ~ 
lllways .based on predictions about the future, I/often the distant' futtJre· 
And they often r~quire judgment estimates about future events, such as 
the-consumer acceptance of a new product. For all of these reasons, 
investment ~ecisions absorb large portions of the time and attention 
t·,,--_,,.. 
.,. 
of top management. 
·Investment decisio'tl-making has benefited very much from the 
> 
· development of- analytica·1 decision-making methods. Increasing so-
_phisticated methods have become available for analyzing investment 
decisions. 
In the evolution of t~ese techniques, e.g.,. net present value 
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method., discounted cash flow method, etc. , each ad vane e has served to. 
· overcome certain drawbacks inherent in pre1?"1-ous techniques ( 2) • . How-
"., ever, until rec·ently·, two troublesome aspects of inv·estm~t decision mak-
. ' ./-? 
ing were mt adequate treated, in a practi_cal sense, by existing ~ch-
n1ques. One of th e problems· was handling of unc~;tainty that exists 
;r 
in :virtually all investment decisions. The other was analyzing separate 
· but related investment decisions that must be made at different points 
in time. 
Two innovations in the methodology for analyzing investment de-
f /,-
e i si on s are directed at these two problems. The first of these tech-
niques is connnonly known as risk analysis ·E3), the second involves a 
concept known as decision tree .(4) •. Each of these techniques has ~~ 
strong merits and_. advantages. Recent research has been performed to · 
combine these advantages, i.e., a simulation approach was applied to 
the problem (5). It is the purpose of this thesis to suggest and 
" ~ ,., 
. 
describe an analytical mo~el that makes it possible to combll;le the' 
~ risk analysis approach and the decision tree approach, therefore to 
attack multistage investment decision problems under ri.s.ky, stochastic 
environment. This approach .suggests an analytical solution that yields 
··-
.. 
results similar to the one obtained through simulation. Each invest.-




only their mean and standard deviation each decision alternative is 
calculated from the last stage to the initial. stage. Intermecliate 
decisions a.re ma.de according to the rollback principle ( 6), and at· the. 
, D / 
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Risk Analysis and the Decision Tree Concept 
'The risk analysis (7) consists of estimating the probability dis--. 
. / 
tribution of e~ch factor affecting an investment decision. Usually by 
simulation the possible combinations of the value·s for each parameter, 
• 
the range.,of possible outcomes and the probability associated with each 
, ...... possible outcome is determined. I.f ·,the evaluation of an investment ···de-
-
... ' ,. . 
cision is based only on a single - "the most likely value", or the "best · 
. . i . 
I" I guessn of the value - of each parameter affecting the outcome, the re-
' i ~ sulting evaluation will be at best .incomplete abd possibly wrong. Risk 
~; 
analysis \\~) thus an important advance over conventional 







great aid in 
investment decision making. For example: the risk analysis techniquf3 
can be used for a sensitivity analysis (8). The purpose of a sensi-
tivity analysis is to determine the influence of changes in each pa-
rameter on the outcome. That is, variations in the values of each pa-
~rameter are ma~e systematically to determine their effect on the outcome, 
or net present value. ·This analysis gives information about critical 
Parameters on which manag~ri\ent should concentrate its effort. One aspect 
of investment gecisions still eludes the capac·ities of t~s technique. 
~is is the problem of sequential decision making, that is, the analysis 
of a number of highly interrelated investment decisions occurring-at 
different points in time. 
The decision tree approach (9), a technique very similar to dynamje 
programming (10), is a convenient method for repre~-enting, and analyzing 
. ' .. 
' 
.a· series: of investment decisions to be made over time (Figure 2.1). 
Each branch extending from a decision point represents one of the al-
.,_,.5' 4 ~ 
) /' ~ 
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/ 
' represents the·,vari.ous levels of values of a decision parameter. It 
I 
has a probability associated with each of the branches~emanating from 
I 
:ft. This probability is the likelihood tha. t · the chance event wil:,1 as-
'il 
_sume the val~e assigned to the particular branch. 
; 
J7\ 
- nef l''-e$eut ·r ... . . 
?rob. " vo.loe s 
-
. .,,\ • 
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0 decision point 
0 chance event 
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. . ... 
./ 
, ~e optima_l" sequence of decisions in a deci·sion tree is f-ound by· 
starting at the right-hand side and urolling backward". At each node, 
.. 
an expected net present value (NPV) must 
position value. If the node is a chance 
be ·e~culated, the·so called 
event .node, the expected NPV 











































· -If the bode is a .. deci··sion point, the expected. NPV is computed for each of 
its branches, and the highest is select·ed .• - In either case, the expected 
• • NPV of that node is carried back to the next chance event of decision 
r· 
. point by IIlllltiplying it by t~e probabilities of the appropriate branches. 
·· One drawback of the decision tree approach is that computations can, 
·I\' 
,. quickly become l.Ulwieldy. The number of end points on the d.ecision tree 
increases very rapidly as the number of decision points or chance events 
. 
increases. To make this approach practic-al, it is necessary to limit 
/J 
" 
the number of branches emanating from chance events to a very small 
number. This means that the probability distribution of chance events 
at each node must be represented by a very few point estimates. 
A second point must be considered: As a result, the answers ob-v 
tained .. -from a decision tree analysis are often inadequate. The single 
answer obtained, i.e .• , the net present value for each branch of a· de-
cision point, is usually .close to the expectation of the possibility 
. =n 
. distribution of aJl possible NPV 1s. However, it may vary somewhat t(from 
the expected NPV, depending on how the point estimates were selected 
from .the underlying distributions and on the serlsitivity of the NPV to 
this selection p~ocess. In addition, the decision tree approach gives '· , 
no information on the range outcomes from the investment or the prob-
ability combined with those outcomes. This can be a serious drawback. // 
r.-, 
: . .a: 
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Comparing only the .expected NPV' s the outcome of the decision 
- ~ 
w~uld be to take action A, but with infonnation about the range of. the 
...... 
possible outco~es a. decision-maker might. include a certain safety factor 
' 
or utility function in his decision . according -to his preference and his 
-· 
tµght of the environment. In that case the outcome of :the decision c~ 




· In spite of .these short. comin_gs.,_ the decision tree approach is a 
. ~ 






























The Problem I 
' 
' .
( . ,, 
: .. 11· .• 
The foregoing chapters analyzed the problems combined with invest-
. ment d'ecisions. This thesis emphasi.zee two of these problems: the O . 
. .. 
risky, stochastic character of investm~t decisions and the sequent~al 
decision making • 
. , 1 
y ' 
All relevant decfision parameters must be~alyzed, co~bined,) ac-
cording to thei·r economic relationship, and transformed to th~ first, 
I ,, 
' 
the basic decision. The decision-maker shall thereby get informatiqn 
. .• 
. , 
.~ ' • I J' 




possible· outcomes. The range will be represented by the standard de-
viation of the outcomes. 
The approach which is~ taken in this paper uses the decisiQn tree 
-
as basic concept to handle the multistage character of the decisions, 
.. 
'4' 
and continuous probability distribution for the decision parameters to 
give information about the risk combined with each alternative. As 
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r'1 .. 
I 
Basic Elements ·of the Analytical Model-




' . " 
' 
., 
The following modifications· are nece·ssary to apply t.he 'decision 




1, All quantities and parameters, including chance event~., can be repre- -
,:i-
sented by continuous, empirical probability distributions • 
-
.. 
' . 2, The safety factor of the decision maker· for all poss~ble combinatio~s 
of decisions made a,. sequential points in time can be ob~ined. 
\ 
4.11 Replacement of Chance Events by Probability Distribution..~ 
; 
The inclusion of probability distributions for the values associ~ 
ated with chance events is analogous to adding an arbitrarily large 
number of branches at ea.ch chance event node (Figure 4.1). 




events and get a decision tree which consists only of decision points 
and their appropriated branches (Figure 4.2). 
·.,. 
.. 
The branches include the probability· distributions and the second '" 
, 
stage decisions are ma.de according to these continuous distributions. 
4.i2 Replacement of All Spe~ific Values by Probability Distributions 
In a conventional decision tree, parameters,_ such a~ size of the 
1 
\ 
investment, in~ new plant facility, etc., are often· assi/gried specific 
values. Usually ~ese values are expre~sed as single numbers, even 
. 
. 








~these ... fa ors could be represented instead by probability distri-
butions, the degree of uncertainty characterizing each value could be 
\ 
expressed -( 11) • ... 
'\. 
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Figure 4.1 Modification of a Chance Event 
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' ' Figune 4.2 Modi!ie:l Decision Tree 
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I first sta.1e 
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Later in this· chapter we will talk about the type of distributions 
and the way to obtain information about them. 
·4.13 Safet~ Factor ;, . ' ... I 
The safety factor gives the influence of the range of outcomes, 
viz. of the standard deviation of the outcome distribution on the value 
of an alternative: 
Value= expected NPV - K * S 
K safe.ty factor 
S standard deviation. 
, . 
/---;,,, 
Assuming a normal distributed outcome we can give for each value 
.. 
of K, the probability that the value of the alternativ;e ca~culated with 
that K can be achieved: 








. ' :/ 











Using these probabilitie~s possible to get a e~tive distribution 
of the· outcomes, a presentation which allows u~ to give the probability 
- . 
with which a certain outcome will. be reached (12). 
Even when the probability distribut.ion is not exactly" normal· we 
can assume t~t t.he ··aboye yalues represent -a. go·od .approach to represent 
·-... ''·~--- these probabilities. K can have every value from - oo to +- <:x:> bu~ will 
~~, 
'-... ." . I . . ~~ usually lie between_?c,...,. ~ ~ assuming'no~l risk behavior (13). 
~·-~ ~---" K can but must not be 'equal for all decisiop points. According to 
~ . 
,_ ; ·-
. -.......... . ·~ . ' ) . . . 
the imp~t~ce · of the ·deci~ion and the height or· the investment in () 
' --.............. ~ ' -• . ~. 
' ' .-
- ''·-.....~· - ...... ___ . 
· question, differ«fflt values for -K may be chosen at different deci~ion 




- .. , ,. --~~ "· 
··~- -.... . . ~ 
. "' 
' ~ 
























points. K represents indirect the influence of the utility concept. 









I $ ·· invest""ent · 
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/ 
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Figure 4.3 Safety Factor 
: , 
• •r" .~.• """' .. 
4.2 Decision Parameters 
·",, An investment decision includes all kinds of economic variables. 
' 
·or 'these one might select the follow.i.ng parameters as key input 





market growth rate 





investment: investment required 
residual value of investment 
costs: 
useful life of facility, depreciation 
operating c~sts (variable) 
fixed costs 
4~21 Parameters used in Model 
- . . / 
.-- · To be able to emphasi~e the important points of the mod~l, some 
'>, 
.... 
or the above listed parameters are not included explicitly~ in the model. 
Market size and the share of market -ean be combined to the market 
. 
i. 
size of the firm. The salvage value ·is assumed to be zero, and the use-
. '... ..,. \ 
ful life of the facility sha.11 be predictable with certainty. This as-
--
s~p ti on will not be true in many· c_ases but the numer1c·a1 influence of 
• .. 














of changes ··in the far future will be insignificant when the present 
value method is· used. With a fixed useful life the depreciation can 
be included in the fixed costs. A list o~ the para.n.,.eters ·· included in 
the model and their economic relationship is given at the beginning 
! 
• 
of the next chapter. .:4 
/ 
4~22 How to Obtain Forecasts and Estimates 
' . 
Our aim is to develop for each of the above factors a frequency 
~. }(, 
distribution or prob.ability c'urye. The information we need includes 
the possible range of values for each factor, the most likely value ands:me 
idea of the likelihood that the various possible values 'Will be reached. 
Aceord_ing to Hertz (15), i't is possible to obtain this .information with 
,. . . .. 
only little additional ~!fort. Thef~by it is, of course, necessary to 
prope and question each of the experts involved. If a, guess has to be 
made it is easier to gue·ss with some accuracy a range rather th~ a 
specific single value only. ,.-
- The three estimatEE concept, low and high limit of the range and 
~ .. 
' ~~ the most likely value is applied to a simj lar environment, to the time ·-, 
estimat~ for PERT (16). 
,.. . 
4.23 Present Value; -) . .. A 
\· 
. For reason of comparison it is n·eeessary to calculate the values I, 
·,, 
of the parameters, at a certain time, i.e., at the time when a decision 
has to be .made. ·Our model uses the ·present value method following the· 
-~ 
• 
-decision tree concept. As discount rate the investment opportunity 
rate is used (17). 
, ... : 
.. ;• .. 






























Analytical Model I 
. J 
To handle the stochastic environment·this model uses the expected 
'•.\ . 
.. 
values and the standard deviations of the investment parameters. We 
combine these variables to one distribution for each decision branch. 
It isif' to the 'decision maker to include a sai'ety factor ac.cording 
to his subjective opinion. A1 second stage dec·ision includes also a 
sa._fety fa9tor which can be equal or different ~rom the one of the. major 
decision. ' 
To get the probability that a certain decision is made in the · 
second stage, a point of indifference is calculated, ~.e., t e sales 
volume where the decision maker is indifferent whieh decision to, 
. ' 
The outcome distr;i.bution for each decision branch is then multipli __ 
• 
by the probability that this decision branch is selected, and the sum 
over all branches.give~ the position value of.the second ~tage decision 
point.· This_ value, consisting of mean and standard deviation (18), can 
- theri be appli-ed for the prima·ry decision. As already pointed out the 
. se.cond stage decision can also be a decision at a later stage. In that 
case the primary decision is the preceding decision __ point. 




tribution derived from the given mode and range~ is applied. 
., 
5~1. Assumptions 
An analytical model is always less flexible than a simulation 
e mode1. where all shapes· of distribution can be .combined to one distri- -~ 
bution:
1 
We, therefore, have to make Jome reaso~able .asSl;Jlllpti~ns to 
develop the model: 
r, 
ir " . 




· 2, The possible ~ange of the parameters are no\ too large r lat ve to 


















-. the most likely value. To guarantee the applicability or·the model 
the range shall be at the maximum one and a half times larger tharl 
the most likely value. (20) • 
.3, The d~cision maker acts rationally, i.e., ~e prefers that investment 
which gives the higher profit. His safety factor is, of course, in-
cluded in this comparison (21). 
4, The investments follow the concept that high investment~, compared 
- I I 
\ J to the low investments, have higher fixed but lower var:l..abl8 costs · 
and vice .versa (22). ' 
. ...... 
The analysis of these assumptions shows that Assumption 1 will 
usually not occur exactly in t~e real world but this assumption is 
'·-·~ 
necessary to get a realistic maiel which still can be handled without 
too large analytical difficulties. Assumption 2 will be met in most 
cases. Assumptions 3 anc;i. 4 should ·be reali·stic. 
-Development of the Model· 
;, 
· The analytical model is' d~eloped for. only one element of a decision 
·' 
... tree but stands representative for any size of complex, multistage in-
vestment decisions • 
-, 
Figure . 5 •. 1 will explain the relationship between an element and a 
l 





. one decision point and~f thep;?decision branches emanating from it. 
• 
• 
> To present the concept ·of oµr model we develop the calculation 
~ of one element as shown in ·Figure 5.1, e.g. element 2. By combining . .,- -~-'1-., 
• • ' 
. 
. Cr 
all elements we ge~.-1the model\,,for the· total ~ecision tree. The pro-, 
4 
• •• 
·cedure t·hereby has to_ be applied suc9essive17 from the right to the 
. 
,;i\ > l 
·' 
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5 .• -3 Analysis · of One Decision Branch 
"· 
5.31 Elementary Rules 
\ 
Before we· start the actual ealeu]ation we need some elementary· 
. . 
rules to combine the distributions of the variab.les algebraically: 
~.. 
' 'I. ,J. 
~, If x1• x2 are independent and Z = X.1.+ x2·, then Z = X1 + X2, and ( 
. S~ = ~ + ~ 2 , where Z_ is asSumEid to _be normally distributed. ( . ~ 

























.3, If K = a . (X1), then K = a • · (X1), and Sk : a Sxi, whel'.'e a is an 
independent factor:· . 
0 
•.o,:. L' 
4, rif X1 , ~ are independent, ~ and Sx2 . small relative to Xi a@~ -
respectively, and Q = (X1) · (X2), then Q = (Xi) •~(X2), and 
; ~ = x~ • sf + xj_ 2• s~ approximateJ.y (23). 
~.c.-. 
5.32 Variables and their Economic Relations 
• 
The following variables will be used in tl]e model: 
--.. ~~·-·-·----,.......-----
TP total profit 
'/ 
. . 
... Gj ~ gain (profit) of year j 
' 
·J nwnber of years, calculated from the decision point of the decision . . . I 
element. in question \. 
"" 
i investment opportunity rate (before taxes) 
IN height of -investment, DPRj depreciation for year j 
FC j . fixed cost of year j / 
'· 
TFC total fixed cost of the· branch 
,.vc j variable cost per uni·t · of year j 
TVC total variable cost per unit 
MAj .· ma~ket· size = sales volum~ of year ·j 
.MAO in_itial sales volume 
MG market growth factor ) 
PR price per unit 
' . In addition the ·following abbreviations ~e used: 
X- sales volume, unknown in second stage decision 
mean 
0 1 ·standard deviation 
m mode, most likely valut! 


























...... _ ·' 




.X(ind) sales volume with indifferent decision 
K safety factor 
'. :,._·::, 
H,L. indices for high and low inv~stment respe~tivelf' 
By applying the present value concept, see c~ter J.1, the 
economic relations are·: 





' ,i ' ·•' 
·1: 
--·~ 
( 5. 3) 
4i == H Ri * PR - FCi -'/'1 flj * VCj 
11 flj = M fl:~~ K- M q ;· - 1 
\,.,: The price is assumed to be independent of the sales volume to 
avoid a quadratic function for the· mean and a cubic tuncti9n for the 
standard deviation. The price can of .. course change within its ranges. 
. The market growth rate is assumed to be constant over the years 
to be ablEi' to include a series of perfec
1
tly correlative variables, )·e· 
the sales volume. This assumption is not necessary but the ~les 
\ 
. · ; ' 
volume of one year will always be dependent on the volume of ~the pas.t 
year SQ that the concept of perfect correlation is-a better approach 
than independence. ~ .. 
1·. 




r . . ·, . ,'q< .. 
..: 
--" ,. 


























\ . Point of Indifference 
A second stage decision is made according to the sales volume of 
> ~ / 
the first stage, i.e., the variable 9f the first stage which influences 
.. ,,,.--
' 1 . 
the second stage decision. At the second stage we know already the. 
exact value or this sales volume but initially only its distribution. 
Initially the exact value is unknown. Both decision branches in pur 
decision element must still be considered as1J)ossible outcomes of·the 
second stage decision. With the outcomes as functions of the unknown 
' 
~/ 
sales volume we can calculate the sales volume X where both outcomes 
~-
~are equal, a point where the decision maker will be indifferent which 
decision to make. Knowing this value we can compute the probability of 
the choice of each.decision branch. The outcome of one branch as func-
tion of Xis given by: 
I' \ 
r, (TP) X -
,j=l ( l+--<)1 
. 2. 
X 2. ( <5 p~ + 6'"'11c ) +6" ~c +- tS 2.l>PR. 
'"_) 
.. 
The. o vc and ·oFC represent already the accummulated and discounted 
standard deviation for all er vc, o F<J, ·and e>nPR of the years 1 to N. 
.~ -.... 
/or 6' "'~ 
N 




























The total' expression o'f. ·the standard ·deviation can be simplifi_ed 
by applying the Taylor Series (23): 
f (z) =: ao +- a, z I- .. . r an z n. n,I', 
t / (n) . · a = ---- (0) It, fl ·' . . 
and .
1 
( I 2) '12. / 1 . ·2' 
.C-t y = t-2. y - "i 'j q. -t-
The third element ~ can be omitted as X is assumed t<Ybe .. 1t large 
' 
-number and we get: 
For reason of clearness we can express the equations in a simpler 
· way: 
,,µ, ( TP) = RX - B 
\ {) I tr(TP; - Cx + *"X 
. ' 
·. ":\ f'o· calculate X (ind) we set the. outcomes of both branches equal: 
.. 
(5". b) /<- (Tft) - Ker ( TPH) ~ (T~} - K'.o (TPi_ ). 
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When we evaluate the results for X (ind) we have to consider the. 
If f ol1owing points: 
' / 
... ._I 
1, real solution:'' onlf fAllteft"-~ 
·· { BH- - 8 t- ) 2. • 
. 2. f [ (f/11-fJL)-l,({({f-(t_}] . 
lf- ( /) ff - /)1- ) . 
. 
'--
(AH - A1) - K· .(CH - C1) << (~ - B1) becau~se differences ?-11 fi)Ced costs \. 
and investment.respectively_are much higher than differences. in the con-
tribution per unit to profit and overhead. 








:. ·\, . 
't. 
V 
' (/ than zero; wh~ this assumption does not ho.ld (DH - D1) will be negative 
, 
-but with a small absolute value. _ 
(AH - A1) ~ K (CH - c1): acco.rding to assumption 3 and 4 in paragrap)l 
5.1 and with O, K ~ 2 (24) the expression should be positive. 
Co~bining the above evaluatior,i, the· result. will always be real in spite 
'41., .... , ' 
of the uncertainty of the sign _of the second element as the .first ele-
ment will always be larger. 
" 2,,num.ber of feasible solutions: 
- • I:' ... 
\' 
"' 
- ' Initially we can state that a sales volume··can not be ·negative.· / 
. . 





















·. ·. ~.-. 
f;*.'~ ' 
_ ... ).· . 
II 
. " 
',, .. .:_ 
-24-. ...... 
. ~ 
a., two· negative solutions: higher investment is bette"r for all sales 
volumes; this case simplifies our next step, paragr~ph 5.5 as X(ind)= OT-
/ 
b, · dne positive and one negative solution: the negative solution is re- ~ 
j·ected, therefore, only one feasi~le solution for· X (ind). 
. , 
..,._._,,, . ./' 
c, two positive solutions: this case can only occur when· ( (AH. - A1) -
~ ( CH - c1) ) is positive ,·and (DH - D1 ) negative. Bu~ (DH - D1) c~ 
only be negative with _a small absolute value so that·the square root 
·element will be not much smaller than the first part of the expression 
for.X (ind}. Therefore, X (ind) will ·have a large and a very small, . 
i.e., close to zero, positive value. Ks X (ind) must· fall in the range 
. " 
-~ . 
of the eJCpected sales and X is- assumed to be a large number, the lower 
value will not fall in the ranges of the sales. 
Though we· have two positive solutions for X (ind) only one is useful for 
further consideration;-
.(·. 
The graph 5.2 shows all three types of solutions. 
,: 
.. , I 

































a) I, I' to reject 
b) II to reject, - ' .acceptable 
c) III mathematically feasible, but not in range a-b, 
therefore to reject, III' acceptable • 
/) 
---
The profit curves are concave shaped because of the law· 
of diminishing marginal returns. ' 
' 
,. 
.· .. ·· 
Figure 5.2 Points of Indifferen·ce -~ ; 
The above calculation of the point of indifference will therefore always 
~ 
, # 




. X (ind)= t1 a K o. I f BH- BL) I (8H-8t..) ~ If (PH- ~L.) i £ + 2. I £2 £ . 







£ = (RH - /IL.) ·- k { (ff -C'-) 
J 







C. I { ._- i. . . 2. ) 'f z. := I o ?r< · -1- 6 vc 
I 
p =r -£.. ( 6' 2FC + 6 ~N) ( 6 2PR + 6 'l.vc) -Y2. 
e• 
• . 
. • ., 
. . 
. ,· ·, . ~ . . .. : . · .. ~., ....... ,._,.,.·.,.-,.,.,_ '"' .. . , ..... , .. . 
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5.5 Position Value. 




Every decision point gives us the choice between two (or more) 
future actions. To evaluate the initial decision the choice of the 
second stage decisions must be anticipated. In the last chapter we 
r 
calculated the point of indifference and ·with that we divided the sales 
volume into two sections, one with the lower and one wi tl't the higher 
investment as favorable future action. As we have information about 
the probability distributi9n function of the sales we can calculate the 
probability that one or the other action will be chosen. 
. ~ 
It,.> 
K ( iH d.) 
L 
: ' 
'----r---'-__.;...-'--"'---"'----'1=--+-';,_,,,,,.i:~ .......... ~~~_..;___._--,},....~~_....~ ........ ~~~ X 
. ' m 
. ' \) 
X ~ 0 ••• sales 
· r(X) .•• p.d.f. of sales 
PL, PH .••• proba~ility of choice L, H· .. 













( 5. 2) 
•- r, 


















outcomes, i.e., ~tal profit of one action probability of 'its choice, 
at one decision point. The expected value of an action is dependent on 
,·· 
.. , its part of the sales distribution. We, therefore, need the mean and 
the standai:d, deviation of the two sales distribution sections • 
..... 
The mean can be calculated as the radius of ,the first moment of 
/.:....,_ 
P1 and PH with respect to ~h~;~rdinate axis. 
Xf t'vtd) Y( iud) 
l = 
. I /rx) (X-Xo) dx = r,, 
\ 
Xo :=: 0 




0 /rx) x dx ,..,/ .. 
f 0.0 
· · · frx) Xd)( 
xr,u«) . . I• 
I 
..=::::- -flt .. ) ... ~·· 
: ~.-
. 
The standard deviation gives: 
'='"'' 






























.. ..- . \ 
These mean and standard deviations can now be appliei to (5.4) and (5. 5). 
' .. 




The formula (~ 5) must be completed as 
~ 
X = 0 wa·s omitted, and ,e get: 
u ( 5-12) 
,;#'") 
,···~· .. , 
Orci t0PP~i 
. " (l+t)/. .., ' 
These are the formulas' to calculate the outcome of one decision branch. -
. . 
For 1 = L all parameters of the lower, for 1 = H all parameters of the 
>· ... '}) 
,,-. 
higher investment are app!.j._ed. . 
' ( 
The_ positio~ value ,P. V ., is .finally given bx:. -1·. . .) 
~ . ,· . \, . ~ 
.. 
r 
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To show that our model can also be applied for more than two choices, 
we give an_ example with three favorable choices •.. Favorable means that 
-~ each one of the three has the optimal outcome for a certain sales range. 
It happens often that in spite of three possible choices only two are 
favorable in the range .of,the sales. In that case the method of para-
graph 5. 51 would be applied. As we assume all three choices favor-able, 
. II, \_ 
-
]\ 
we have, of course, two points of indifference: 
frx) 
r 
X { l1A r:J.), • 
. ..,,. 
._,, 










. \ '. 
·Figure 5.·4 Probability D·istrlbution - Sales: 3 Choices 
'}:i, -








K ( 1'1t1td) I 
P, = 
0 
·1 fX) dx . ~-
XI t'ud I 2- . 
p'l. = . { (X) t:IX 
't(i111d), '(,,. 
tc', .\ 
- .· ,-.,,,,,. 
• .. V ~. 
+- oD \, 
f3 = /rx;dx 
'll ;1,,rd) 2. . ,_. :-. 
r (/u~) I 
I 
,J~ -r' ~ r, I ('I) X d )(. I /-< 2- -?" >' 
0~ = .!.. r, 
X( 111o() 1 





The further steps are identical to the method of paragraph 5.51, we 





·5. 61 "····Mangular Versus Other Distributions 
·-
After the development of the position ya.l.ue concept in common 
terms, we have to introduce a specific distribution for the economic 
' l . 
'" 
' parameters which has to fulfill the following specifications; 
- optimal representation of the range and the mode of the 
economic para.i'neter which can be distributed s~etrically 
anc:i asymmetrically towards both sides. 




We took three distributions in consideration, and thei.~ analysis 
' gave the following results: 
.. 



















Nor1llal: pro: mostly used distribution; cummulative distribution avail-
able in tables; 
..... 
. con: only symmetrical distributions should· be handled. 
Beta: pro: all shapes of curves can be represented; used for. a 
similar concept, PERT; approximations for the/' and ~ calculation 
available; 
--~ 
con: exact calculation very difficult; approximation not very , 
exact. 
Triangular: pro: relative simple exact calculation of mean and stand-
--:-- • r- ·- ~ l 
ard deviation; no approximation necessary; asymmetric distributi~ns 
~an be represented; the a.rea -of possible outcomes is determined by 
.,. .. 
. 'the two extreme values; 
con: approxjmation in s~ap' rather insufficient • 
Omitting the normal distri_bution because of. its symmetry, ·to decide 
between the two other possible presentations of the actual distribution 
it is important to add tha_t an analysis of the PERT assumptions (25) 
pointed out that the error anal_ysis would have yielded ap~ox:imately 
the same results if the PERT model had employed a triangular distribution 
\' 
instead of a beta. In addition, ,with a triangular distribution the exact 
expression for mean and a very good ~pproximation for the standard 
. ' 
deviation can be applied: 
( 5.14) }-A- = 1/3 .(a + m + b) 
(5.15) (j = 0,./18 ( (b - a)2 + (m - a) (m - b)') J V.2. , . ..-. •' 
a, b • • • extreme values 
--'t,' 
. m 
• • • mode 
I / ._,,. 
Becau~e of the simplicity in ca~culation combined. with a compatable error 

























V'€he distribution· of the economic parameters.· 
For facility, to save the somewhat burdensome cal~ulation of the 
" 
standard deviation, it's values are found in a table in appendix 2. 
These values are calculated using the exact formllla.. 
-, 
J 
5.62 Position Value Using a Triangular Distribution 
... 
.-
. I . 
~-, 
Using the conce~t as· shown in 5.4 we now apply the triangular dis-
tribution. Before we start the calculation of the position value, we 
check whether X(ind), formula (5.7), falls bet~een a and b. Only-in that () 
case the following calculation has· to be applied, otherwise, when it falls 
below t~e range the probability of the higher investm~nt equals one, when 
... 
. it falls above the probability of the lower investment equals ~ne, and 
the following calculation procedure can be avoided • 
. 
The calculation.here is given for X(ind)>m which is similar for . . . 
X(ind)c(m. In the case of X(ind) = m the problem is simpler as the p.d.f. 






te'----~' - ------~ 
X ' 





b- K,(iut:iJ · 2... 
b-m ··. *' h-ct 
rt.,+ ~2. f 'tt = 
~ f- PH = 1 
X 
.. P.~. !,lttt:a ~ /')MJ;~ 
' 
















1 The calculation !or the probabilities gives according to (5.8): · ' . 
(5".t,) p $0 (lo- K(iud)) 2. 
. ff 
. (b-~)(h-a.) 
F '- == t fU-1)_; r h ~ Ut ; + I 11, (A, d }-Wt) I 2. k,- n,, - -,. r il-f ot J) ~ 1 _ ft., ~ ( b-a.) ( b-;,,,,) 






. I - . 
w,~li< = 
fX) = ~ 2. ( 1 -x) 
• (fi".17) .· 
. 
r I = [r (J, 1' 2 WI )f /U-~){ h-HttJ + ( 'f i 1·1A.d) ;_ Yk) . - 2 / 'f (iu~) 2+ 
·c., 
, 'X ( ilA.~) rn, + ~ 2.) t- 3 b ( X( iud) +rn )} J ->r · 







' ....... , "·•·:·· ··-- '· -· ....... .. 
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To simplify the above and also the further calculations, we can 
' 
uniform the triangular 'distribution by the following transformation: 
) " 
a~, b: 1, m = t (b); X{ind) = f (b);~, fr. 




o/. e I/ iA f; Oe,. 
= a -t~ (b·- a) 
-
= er (b-·a) 










.. ., ,. ' 
X {iv,,d) n,, + rn 2 ) + 3 ( X t iuol J 1- n,,,)] * 
[3 PL ( t~/114)]-l 
,. J 
-
_ ·. 2. X(i1Ad) +1 /-< 2. -. --3---.:.. __ 
,· 
,• ', . 
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{3m '~ J~, ~1. -1- ~' 2. m J + · 
(1. (iud) ~ m) - 3 ( X~ /i111d) + X 2. (iudj 111 + 
. { '< fl;f) ( 
X liud) r,-, 2.+111 V + If I/ 1-2?,) ( x2.r;~«) 1-
• 
X ( i ud) ¥ m I J1;t 2.) - (; ( ~, + /-1---, 2 ) * 
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0 . l 
( 
-.3 [/1 K(iud) f X(iuol) ~ K/1'u~) 3jf 
Lf (It t;;:2.) ( Ir Xtiud) t x (r'uol) 2.) -
As it would be rather bu·rdensome to make the above caleuJations, 
• l 
appendix 3 gives a table where for different combinations of m and X(ind) 
,, ' 
the ~ ~ and P, can be found. 
/ I ~ 





Iri Chapter 5.2 we limited our considerations to one decision element. 
Following the roll back method of-\the decision tree, we solve a complex 
/ 
· tree by. solving one decision element after the other starting at the 
- I 
final stage. As the result of one element we get the mean a.rid the 
standard deviation of -the total profit at the decision point and can,· 
therefore, link;, the elements easily to~ether. As an example let us con-
sider the decision at the first stage, ie., the main decision, fig\.lre 5.5. 
Applying the rollback concept three branches lead to the first 
--.. 
re 
decision._ Of the branches .A and C we know the position values at the 
" 
decision points ·or B the total profit of the branch. The development 
in the first stage, i.e., investments, profi.ts, etc., can be calculated 
I 
~- " 
according to the formulas (5.1), (5.2), and (5 .• 3) and we get as final 
l 
output, as final infonnation for the first decision the mean and standard 
deviation of each decision branch. The decis-ion itself can then be made 
' ~ . ·~ J . 
-- ") '\ 
~. after including the safety factor .K by comparing. the outcomes of the 1 . 
~· 























Figure 5.6 First Stage Decision 
three ,branches: 
·' 
.. ,, .... .-·· 
-r: 
As a further tool for the decision the cumulative distributions 
can be calculated and used for the comparison. For a graphical pre- · 
sentation see the e.xample in chapter 6. 
_ ...... 
. .... 
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Application of the Model ,. 
' To illustrate the application of the analytical model a simple ex-
ample is calculated. Thereby, all de~ision parameters which have been 
used for the development of the model are included. 
The decision problem and its alternative can be stated as follows: 
For a n~ developed product a plant has to· be buil~. According to the 
-
•i future demand two sizes of plants can be constructed: · A large plant or ( . 
. . 
a small ·plant. Each plant is assumed to be in operation for seven years • 
• 
At this time' additional large investments will be ne~essary because of 
~ 
expected product diversifications. The decision period, therefore, can 
be fixed at seven yea.rs. In the case that the smailer plant is built 
it is possible to enlarge its size to the size of the large firm after 
two years •. After this time period when the initial market is known and 
the- future market can be predicted with much-more accuracy, the manage-
ment has to decide whether to enlarge or not. The investment for the 
initial small plant and the enlargement are higher than the investment 
.. 
for the large plant. The information about the most likely value and 
_the range for every decision parameter is available. The decieion has 
to be ma.de which plant to build. 
r 
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.... 
Solution: Model 
. .... All data obtained and the exact calculation ,is given in Appendix ·4. 
Thereby a data and calculation table is used to perform·all steps with , -, 
. J ' 
the parameters clearly arranged. 
The results are given as: t, 
Alternative l, low investment: 
,... 
•· 






This alternative includes the second stage dec±sion with 80% 
probability of no enlargement, and 2p% probability that the 
, 
initial S!!IB,11 ,·plant will be enla.rg~. As safety factor, K = 1, 
is applied. ( 
/ 
' Al terna ti ve 2, high investment : 






To discuss these results the fo~owing~two graphs of the probability 
~ 
- . 
distributi~n of outcomes am the cumulative probability distri~ution are 
most convenient,. tigure 6.2 and 6.3. 
P· d./. 
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Figure 6.2 · Probability Distribution 0£ Outcomes 
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Figure 6.3 Cumulative Probability 
Distribution of Outcomes 
p~o/il: 
( ol) tco hite) 
The comparison of the two results shows that Alteni.ative 2 is 
favorable for all safety factors smaller than 0~4. With K = .4 both 
alternatives are equal, with K ~ .4 alternative 1 will be favorable. 
A safety factor of K = .4 represents a probability of 67% that the out-
come will be reached '( 26) • 
It is on the decision maki b:> choose his safety factor according 
.to the environment and to Jmake the decision by including ·this value. 
" 
. 
' Thereby he also has to consider that the outcome of alt·ernative 2 has 
a chance, of about 5% to be negative and a chance of 33% to be smaller 
than alternative 1, but on the other hand· a propability of 67% to be 
"\c. 







"·,, .•·, ' ,, 










In · the case that he has·· c>nly t,he information of the expected 
values available, he will not be able to consider this 'wide range of 
outcomes and his decision will be alterhati;e 2, build the large plant. 
The information about the standard deviation and with that of ~he range 
of outcomes will provide the decision maker a better view of the alter-
natives and will help him to make a more accurate decision. 
To check the results of the model we solved the __ problem by a second 
method, the ?1onte Carlo Technique. · 





The Monte Carlo Technique is a sampling technique which has many 
sim.ilari ties to simulation ( 27). Monte Carlo can be applie.d independ-
ently or in combination with another method to check the re~ults of 
this method (28). The second function is applied here to check" the re-
sult of o~ analytical model for the example, chapter 6.1 •. 
. To develop the analytical model it was ne~essary to make s9me as-
sumptions. The Monte Carlo Technique applied to the triangular distri-
, 
bution of the decision parame·ters makes it possible to get a comparable 
result to the analytical model. Though it is a·strength of the Monte 
Carlo Technique to sample from all kinds of distributions, e.g. in our 
ease the sampling of the beta distribu~ion could have been applied, we 
sample from the triangular distribution to eliminate diff renees ·in the 
results because of different distributions. 
' 
. As the 14:onte Carlo Technique is well known (29), we will describe 
only one specifi·c feature of the program, the sampling from a tri-
angular· distribution. A random number generator (30) generates uni-
formly distributed random numoers .which have to be transformed for a 
.. . 
.,. 















triangular distribution with changing mod es. · I • .., 
Using a tmiformed triangular distribution, i.e. range am total 










TR: SQRT U * M TR= 1 - SQRT (1 - U) * (1 - M) 
TR: U 
~ . t 
TR triangular distributed random number, with mode M and range 1 
U uniformly dis·ttibuted random number 
Figure 6,4 Flow Chart of SubroutjJ}e for Triangular Distributed 
·~- Random Numbers. • 
.... _.: 
The above transformation f orinuias · have been calculated from the ~ 
cumulative triangular distribution. 
In the Monte Carlo Technique the sampling from the distributions 
; 
1 I 
of all parameters a~ each run makes it possible . to make each run a 
decision according to the values of the alternatives. For each al-· 
tentative we can generate a profitability index, which indicates how 
often. (in%) the alternative had. the optinrum outcome. These. profit-
ability indices are also calculated for the ·two alternatives at the 
., .-
· second stage decision. With this mf,z,rma. tion we can, check the prob- ,___ 
'· 
r• 










ability that a certain alternative is chosen at the initial and at the 






?'n addition to the profitability· index the,mean and the stan:lard 
I 
deviation for each alternative of the initial decision is calculated • 
These values are used for comparison with the analytical model. 
The data given in Appendix 4 were applied to the· computer program, 
Due to the computer time available only' 150 runs could be perfo~med. 
Each run included the generation of 40 random numbers,·one for each 
decision paraneter.,. The total run time on the GE225 of the Lehigh 
Univefrsity Computer Laboratory amounted to 22.4 min. FORTRAN IV and 
finally FORTRAN II were used as programming languages. 
. I 
The output .of the comput·er was: 
Second stage decision: 
Profitability index LL: 
Profitability in~ex IR: 
Main decision: 
Profitability index L • • 
Profitability iridex H " • • 
'- ,. 
Alternative l ( L) : 
Expected Value: 
Standard Deviation: 

















$ 12,987,168 •. 





These results represent the output of the final run. Earlier runs 
which were perfonned to test the program showed somewhat similar. results. 
. ·, \ 
\, , - · · Tpese. outputs are not included bec:use o{ a' probable influence 'or the . 
q. 
\, 
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6.J. Comparison of the Results and Anal,ysis of the Differences 
.,.. 
To check the results of the model we compare them with the. results 
of the Monte Carlo Technique. Starting at the second stage decision we 
find that the. profitability indices (P·.r.) LL and LH lie surprisingly 
close to the probabilities Pl and P2 (see Appendix 4): 
sample 
PI (ll) = 78% 
PI (IE) = 22% 
model 
Pl : 80% 
P2 = 20% 
These close results Cflll .be explained by two factors: ·first both methods -
use triangular distributions for the sales volume, the significant para-
.meter for this calculation, and second the influence of K was found to 
be rather insignificant for the second stage decision. An evaluation of 
~-
the possible influence gave that a change of K by about 10%, e.g. froin · 




Assuming a normal distribution of-the sample proportion about the 
proportion in the total pop~lation, which is set ~qual to the result of 
j 
the model, we can calculate the reliability of the samp.le p_ercentage. 
~-
The standard error of a percentage Op is given by the expression (31) 
>' ( 6.1) r 
.Where pis the proportion in the population expressed as a decimal, 
q = 1 - p, and N is the sample size. 
· With p = .78, q = ·.22, and N = 150 we get: 6p = .0327 ·==,) 3.27%. 
r,., 
·~j 
The percentage obtained by the ~ample, 78%, falls within the range- of 
,. 
~ . { 80 - 3.27%, exactly speaking within a range of 80"!: .61 trp• Only 49 
samples out of 100 are expected to f~ll so close to the percentage of .. 

















The profitability ind.ices of the main decision differ ·withi: 7.7% 
respectively already significant. 
PI (L) = 40~7 
PI (H) = 59.3 
;,· Prob. L = 33% 
Prob. H = 67% 
The check for reliability gives: 
Op = 4.83% 
7 .7% = 1.6 ~'° 
.. 
95 out of 100 salllples fall between 33% f: 9 .47% 40. 7% fall within this range. 
' 
;.-
The difference ·of 7~ 7% is 0 expected to occur in about 89 samples, in 100. /( 
. 
Under the reasonc3rble· ass~tion of a relia?le range_ of'± 1.96_.-~p, which 
is expected to occur in 95 samples· in 100, the"' ~sult is reliable. 
\. 
The comparison of the expected values shows very close results, the 
sample values differ only 2 an:l 1.1% for alternative l an:i 2 respectively. 
E.V .• l 
E.V .2· , 
sample 
11.597 $ Mio 
·12. 987 $ Mio 
model 
ll.37 $ Mio 
12.84 $ Mio 
This small difference was somewhat expected as for the calculation of 
. . I ' 
the mean no apprgrlmations were applied. The small difference is caused 
,¥ 
by the random number generation and rounding errors in the calc11Jation 
of the model. The reliability of the mean can only be calcula~ed in con-
nection with the standard deviation --and is cheeked there. 









3. 76 ?~io $ 
7.47 Mio$ 
The reliability of the expected values and the standard,deviation 
.. 
is calculated_ with the following form~las (32): 
. ' . 6: 
( 6.2) ~ = .7.!li ,~~ 











where ~ and 6"6"" are the standard errors for the mean and the standard 
-
deviat~n, and ()0 is the standard deviation of the outeome of each 
alternative. 







standard deviation($ Mio): 




















The values in the la.st column indicate that in no case the reliable 
range of± 1.96 6 is exceeded._ We can theref.ore conclude thatall 
values can be accepted. 
_Srmnnarizing the outcome of the comparison we can state that the 
results of the mcxiel can be accepted.. All values have passed the check. 
\ 
As a rather volitminous problem was chosen, problems with less decision 
O' 
parameters should give even more accurate results. 
• 
6.4 Further Aspects about the Model 
Orie point we would li.ke to add: We did not perform a sensitivity 
analysis for this problem. To obtain the responsiveness of the result 
when one or several decision parameters are changed, .. these para.meters 
have to be varied and the calculation has to be repeated, so .far it is 
L ·1), 
influenced; e.g. it is possible that only one branch or one element is 
influenced. Depending on which parameters shall be changed and whether 
0 
these changes occur at an early or a. late stage ·1 the effort. of calcula- · -, 
























should reduce the effort necessary. · 
_!L,.. One aspect must be c.onsid ered. The check. by Monte Carlo was per-
l 
formed to check all assumptions made in the model except the assumption 
' 
. of the triangular distribution. Further research could use other dis-
tributions, e.g. the beta distribution to check whether the assumption 
\ 
. 
of neglectable variances_between the results of the beta and the tri-
angular distribution holds also for this mo:iel. The reason that we chose 
the triangular distribution was an analysis of the PERT assumptions 
(33), which indicated that the differences of outc9mes bet~een·'the tri-





























7. , Conclusions 
I 
. \,_. •, 
,( 
In conclusion of ·the development of the mo~el and its check by the 
Monte Carlo Technique, it can be stated: 
1) . The model can be applied to multistage irivestment decisions with 
a large number of decision par~eters • 
~ 
2) The additional effort to obtain all data necessary for the mod~l, 
lw 
i.e. expected value and range of each decision parameter, wil:.l not 
.. 
be significant (34). 
3) . The calc11lation for the model can be performed without difficulties 
' 
by using the suggested data and calculation table. No computer 
has to be used. 
.. 
4) , a The decision maker can include his subjective view of the alter-
4 
-
·natives · and the decision environment by choosing a safety facter 
for each decision point, initial or second .stage. 
'·, 
5) The results of the model: 
6) 
a) expected value and / 
b) standard deviation of each decision alternative 
c) probability to a certain outcome, the cumulative 
probability distribution,, 
provide the management with better information than the one ob-
,tained by the decision tree model (35)-~ 
' The results are reliable within-a symmetric confidence interval 
of 95%. 
We hope that this analytical model. r·epresents c3: small contribution 
to the search of better information for decision making. We also hope 
· that the inclusion of the subjective safety factor reduces some of the 
aversion of the ~agement against analytical mod·els which usually' 









overlook that mahy other factors, e.g. per·sonal policy (36), remain ' 
. -
" 
intangibles in -th·e analytical approach to the decision problems. 
·;r 
Extensive research will be necessary to find measures for these 
... 
' . 
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1) ]ranch: In the decision· tree conc·ept the repi;~sentatiori' of an 
alternative course of action or decision.-) \ 
2) Decision Element: A part of the decision tree which consists of 
one decision point and all branches emanating from it. 
3) Decision Parameter: An economic variable which influences the out-
come of a decision. ~ decision parameter is given by its most 
likely value. and its range. 
,4) . Decision ·Point: Element of the decision tree which indicates when 
a decision has to be made. We distinguish between the first 
stage or initial decision point and the second, or later stage 
deci~ion points. 
5) Det:ision Tree: Method to present and analyze a series of 






Point of Indifference: The sales volume which lets the decision 
maker indifferent which of two decision alternatives to choose; 
at this point the decision maker has no preference between the 
altematives. 
Position Value: The expected net present value o/ the future out-
comes at a decision point. It is calc11Jated .by adding the ex-
pected net present values of each alternative times its prob-
ability to be chosen. 
Profitability Index: A ratio of the number of realizations in a }·1onte Carlo simulation, i.e. runs, for which the decision al-
ternative is optimal to the total sa1nple size. At a_ second 
stage decision the profitability index is equivalent t·o the 
probability that an alternative is ch_osen. 
Safety Factor: A factor given to the standard deviation which in-dicates the influence of the standard deviation on the value 
of a decision alternative; its value corresponds to a certain 
·probability with which the outcome of the al terna ti ve will be 
reached, and will depend on the d~cision maker and the decision 
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Table for Mean and Standard Deviation of the Triangular 




To shorten the time necessary to calcu]Jt ~ the mean and standard 
deviation of the ,lecision parameters, the next page gives a table of 
these values ·for the uniformed triangular distributio: 
a • O; b = l; 0 ~ m ~ 1 
• • i.e •. 
The transformation can ·easily be performoo as only m has to be 
calculated: 
m= 
Mo ••• original mode 
m • • • mode of uniformed distribution 
The transformation back to the actual values is given by: <:( 
Mo = A+ MU * (b - a) 
S0 = S * (b - a) 
mean of original distribution 
standard deviation of original distribution 
The steps of 0.01 between the various modes in the table should 
be sufficient for most probldma. For very exact caleula tions, linear 
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' Appendix 3: 
. 
Second Stage· Decision Table for Two Choices and lts 
Application Q ( 
The point of indifference divides the probability distribution 
of the sales in two parts. The following calculation _of the mean and 
.. 
standard deviation of each part;· and also of the probability for each 
decision alternative to be chosen, which has to be performed according 
to the model, includes rather complicated calculations, viz. several 
·, 
integrals to solve, etc. The next three pages give the computer print 
outs of these values for various modes and X(indifferent). The values 
are cale11Jated for the uniformed triangular distribution; about the 
transformation see appendix 2. 
The steps between neighbor values amount in this table to 0.1 
and can be sufficiently bridged ·through linear interpolation. 
The value for the probability of the decision alternatives can 
I 
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Example: Calcl!_lc\~!on, - Analytical Model 
.. 
,' As the example for the application of the model includes many ,· , 
parameters, it is most convenient to use the .following data and cal-
culation table. The significance of the various abbrevia.tions is . found ~ 
. 
in chapter 5.32. In additicn, the index LL is. used for low ,investment 
at both decision points and LH for first low and then high investment, 
i.e. enlargement. 
' para obtained from table (App. 2) meter unit a b m ~ 0 
' Alternative 1: ' 
$ ~Iio • 
.0624 
FC11 3.9 4.2 4.0 4.03 , $ Mio .. 
.0624 
FC12 3.9 4.2 4.0 4.03 




$ Mio 5.3 5.5 5.38 5.39 .041 FCIJ-I2 $ Mio .· 5.3 5.5 5.4 i r 5.4 
.0408 FCrn3 $ Mio I .5.35 5.6 ' · 5.45 I 5.47 .0513 I I FCLH4 $ Mio 5.4 5.6 5.5 5.5 .0408 FCLH5 $ Mio 5.4 5.8 5.6 5.6 .0816 -· 
-VC11 $ 200 200 200 200 '. 0 VC12 ·' $ 180 200 190 · 190 4.1 . 
VC111 $ • 6.2 - 190 220 200 203.3 VC112 $ 200 230 200 210 7.1 VCu3.· $ ) 200 240 210 216.7 8.5 VC114 $ 210 250 220 226.7 8.5 $ ; 260 / . ' VC115 210 230 233.3 10.3 
VCUll $ 120 l..40 
-








·"' .. r:. 
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para obtained from table (App. -2) 
"'· 
meter unit a b ·m ~ ~ -,, 
Alternative 2: , 
• FCHl "J Mio 5.4 , 5.8 5.7 5.63 .0848 
• FCH2 $ Mio 5.5 5.9 5.8 5.73 .0848 
FCH3 $ Mio ,,,. 5.55 5.9 5.85 5.7b .0774 
FCH4 $ Mio 5.55 6.o 5.85 5.8 .0985 $ }1io 5.6 ,6.05 . 5.85 .0985J FCH5 5.9 
FCH6 - . $ J.Iio 5.6 6.1 5.95 5.89 .1045 
FCH7 $ Mio 5.6 6·.2 6.o 5.93 .125 
VCttl $ 115 145 130 130 ~--'f 6. 2 
VCH2 $ 115 145 130 , 130 6.2 
·VCHJ, $ 115 165 140 140 10.2 
• VCH4 $ 130 16o 140 143.3 8.2 
.VCH5 a $ 130 170 150 150 s.2 
VCH6 $ ~ 140 170 16o 156.7 6.2 
VCH7 $ 140 180 16o 160 8.2 
' For both: ~ 
MAo 1900# 10 34 20 21.37 4.9 PR $ 480 520 510 504.2 8.48 MG 
- -
{. 
- 1.04 1.04 
• % -
- 20 20 1 -
In the fixed costs of both alternatives the amount for the straight 
line depreciation of the investments are included, 
in FCHj: 1/7 of 14 Mio$, 
FCLj and FCLLj : ~/7 of 9 Mio.$, 
and FCLHj: 175 of 7-~io $. 
• 1. e.: 
Following the steps of the moo.el we fi~-haye to calculate the 
point of indifference for the second stage decision. Applying the 
formula 5. 7: · 
X(ind) : [ O; i( BH ~ BJ, )-+- ! _ (Bf.I - 1B1) 2 " 
E2 + 4 <Ott - D1) ] /1ax 
.E 
· with the calculated values for 
. AL = 918.5. · 
r L_BL = _12.37. ~ 
C_1 ·=. 7 .8 ---/\ . 
D1 = 353.0 Mio 
AH= 1172 
BH = _. 16.316 lfio -r-
Ctt =~--~~_)- 7. 0 5 .., .. ___ :~.~ _ 
DJ.I = 431. ~ Mio 





/ ·\ ~-·-'· 





we get for·X(ind) = 27.100 units. Just for a check, the second 
solution of the quadratic equation would be: X (ind.) = - 11.100 and 
is to rejec.t. The solution.is a case2 of the three cases in figure 5.2. 
.. 
When calculating the uniformed X(irid) · we have to remember that the 
market has grown within the two years, the time period tmtil the second 
stage decision. The .·market of the firm at ·this time is: 
a= 10.800 units 
b = 36,800 units 




and X(ind) uniformed equals o.66. Applying tne second stage decision 
table we get: 
,, I 
MUl = .4 
S 1 = .150 
P 1 = .so 
MU2 = .780 
s· 2 = .oso 
P- 2 =-·· • 20 
Applying the sales volume for the higher and_ lower investment we get 
with formula 5.11: 
.. 
fo1 = 7.63 Mio$ ~H = 21.8 Mio$ . and the position value 
(5.13): J"' (PaV.): 7.63 *.80+ 21.8 * .20 = 10.5 Mio-$ 
The standard deviation, formula 5.12: .6 f = 8. 765 * 1012 $ 
6" H ·= 2. 807 * 1012 $ arxl. again with ( 5 .13) and Pl and P2 we get 
,., 2 (- ) 12 ·~ 
u .P. V. : 5. 722 * 10 "'. 
Considering the initial stage, the ~irst two years of the first 
alternative we apply 5.11 and 5.12 and get: 
~ (initial) : 4.07 Mio $ 
(; 2 (initial)= 8.424 * 1012 $ 
) 
The discounted position value of the second stage and the present value 
. 
of. the initial ·stage give as final outcome for the first alternative: 
. ,A-, 1 = 11.37 ~o $. 
. f.Sl = 3.7~ Mio$ ', 
- J l . ' . 
C . ' 
.:., - ,.....__ . _, ~ '1G 
-/ 
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The calculation for the second alternative follows exactly the 
above one starting after the point of indifference, formulas 5.11, 
5.12 and 5.13, and gives finally: 
~ 2 = 12.84 Mio$ 
,;- 2 • 7.47 Mio$ 
I 
The discussion of the result is g~ven in chapter 6. 
\ 
,.._: .... -... --' 
-:: .. I. 

















Rules to App]Jr the Analytical Model 
To present all steps of the analytical model the rules to apply 
it a.re given below using program form: 
• 
1) State decision ~roblem and its alternatives. 
2) Draw a modified decision tree. 
' 
. 3) Analyze each alternative for their decision parameters arrl obtain 
j 
the most likely value and the range for each parameter. 
4) Use the table for mean and standard deviation of the trian~ distr. 
(App. 2) to obtain these values for each parameter. 
·5) Set up a Data ani Calculation Table •. ·. 
$, 
6) Request the safety factor for the second stage decisions as 
function of the height of investment. 
7) Calculate the point of indifference for the second stage decision 
.. 
the most in the future and not yet calculated, formula 5.7. 




probability of each investment at the second stage decision. 
9) Recalculate each decision branch by including these values, and 
• obtain position v~ue, the input for the next decision when roll-
ing backwards, formulas 5 .11-13. 
10) Check whether all second stage decisions are calculated: 
YES: 
NO ·: 
go to rule 11, 
go to rule 7. 
r 
·-
·· 11) Calc11late branches emanating from main decisi.on, formula· 5.11, 12, 
discount position values. 
. \ 
12) . " Draw· ~ probabil;ty distribution of outcomes and a e111m1lative dis~ <> 
. ( ', tribution for each altenia.tive. 
' .. 
.,. ' 

















13) Are there changes in decision parameters? 
YES: go to rule 4, 
NO : go to rule l4. 
· 14) · Inform ma11.agement about the final results, i.e. the mean~ the 
standard deviation and the distributions of outcomes for each 
alternative. 
"' Following each of the above steps it should be possible to apply 
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Appendix 7 ·) 
... 
~-
,, F o o t n o t e s 
1) .. /' ' In constant$ (1958) the total non residential construction and 
total private purchases of productive durable,equipment; see 
reference 1. ~ 
2) See reference no. 11 pp 57, 22, 26 ~ ( 
~-
3) See reference nos. 19, 20; 21, 22, 30 
4) See reference nos. 24, ··25 "· 
5) See reference no. 20 
6)~; See chapter 2 and reference no. 24 
7) ,.. See reference nos. 19, 20, 21, 22 
8) See reference no. 28 
9) See reference nos. 24, 25 
10) See reference no. 9 pp 136 
11) See reference nos. 18, 19 
12) See reference no. 7 pp 23 
13) See reference no. 21 
14) See reference no. 5 pp 55,4, 19 
~-15) See reference no. 19 
16) See reference no. 23 --.. ,,!·· 
17) See -reference no. 5 PP 540, 26 
18) See reference no. 16 
19) See reference no. 22 
·----. 20) See reference 6 chapter 6.1 no .• 
·~: 
21) See· reference no. 17 
r.-; 
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~3) See reference no, 2, 3 
-
...... : 
24) See reference no. 21 
25) See reference no. 23 ~ ,·· 
26) See reference no. 14 p. 704-, 2J.. 
27) See reference no. 12 · 
28) See reference no. 29 
,,--.· 
29) See reference no. 12 pp 69, if-
30) A multiplicative congruential random number generator was used 
31) See ref~rence no. 4 pp 332 '~ 
. ;. 
'1 
32) See footnote 31 
-
.., 
33) See reference no. 23, -also chapter 5.61 
34) ·See reference no.19 
35) See reference nos. 24, 25 
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